
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Joseph Ferguson, Inspector General 
  Office of Inspector General 
 
FROM: __/s/ Soo Choi____________________________ 
  Soo Choi, Commissioner 
  Department of Human Resources 
 
RE:  Prevention of City Employee Unemployment Benefit Fraud 
 
DATE: December 31, 2012 
 
I have reviewed the information your office provided regarding preventing unemployment fraud by 
City employees.  This letter is to follow-up on the actions that the Department of Human Resources 
has taken regarding processing unemployment claims since receiving your memorandum and to 
address the specific recommendations made therein. 
 
Recommendation #1: Disseminate to all departments the quarterly unemployment benefits report 
from Cambridge/Sedgwick with a requirement that each department identify and report to DHR any 
anomalies regarding current or former employees receiving unemployment benefits. And 
Recommendation #2: Develop staff expertise in IDES’ fraud-prevention methods to identify any 
weaknesses in IDES’ system or ways in which the City could better assist IDES in the detection of 
fraud. 
 
We met with representatives from Sedgwick, the vendor that represents the City in administering 
unemployment claims, to discuss the findings and recommendations made in your memorandum.  As 
an initial matter, the representatives from Sedgwick stated that the best way to prevent fraudulent 
unemployment claims is to provide as much information and documentation as possible regarding 
either the reason why employment ended, or for instances of claims made by still-active employees, 
as much information and documentation as possible regarding the current status of the active 
employee, including the wages as earned by the employee on a weekly basis.    
 
We will be working with Sedgwick to format the quarterly report that we receive from them so that 
we can provide the information to operating departments so that they can monitor unemployment 
claims made by former and current employees.  We had already met with Sedgwick earlier in the year 
to discuss how we could provide better assistance to them in representing the City in unemployment 
claims. They provided an overview of the unemployment claims process, explained the types of 
claims that were chargeable to the City, and stressed the importance of documentation.  We presented 
that information to at a City-wide Human Resources Liaison meeting in March of this year.  We will 
continue to provide information to City departments regarding unemployment claims as means of 
preventing and detecting fraud.  
 
Recommendation #3: Consult with IDES about automated provision of the weekly wages of 
underemployment benefit claimants directly to IDES by the City, thus eliminating the inherent risks of 
fraud and inaccuracies arising from the calculation and telephonic self-reporting of that information 
by IDES by individual claimants.  
 
Sedgwick indicated that they can provide this information to IDES so long as we can generate a 
report that shows the weekly wages of still-active employees.  We have spoken to the Department of 
Finance (“Finance”) on generating such a report and they have indicated that this may be possible. 



We will work with Finance and Sedgwick on formatting the report and a procedure for providing it to 
Sedgwick on a regular basis for submission to IDES.  

 
Recommendation #4: Propose that the Mayor’s Office seek an amendment to the Illinois 
Unemployment Insurance Act’s broad confidentiality provision . . . allowing the City to obtain 
information from IDES regarding claimants’ reported wages and perform its own fraud checks.  

 
We will discuss this option with the Mayor’s Office.   
 
Finally, you recommended that we work with the appropriate City departments to determine whether 
the City factors unemployment compensation into the full cost of employing part-time workers, 
especially when the City evaluates converting full-time positions into part-time positions.  We will 
discuss this recommendation further with both the Mayor’s Office and the Office of Budget and 
Management.   


